Abstract-The lobes of the lung slide relative to each other during breathing. Quantifying lobar sliding can aid in better understanding lung function, better modeling of lung dynamics, and for studying phenomenon such as pleural adhesion. We propose a novel measure to characterize lobe sliding in the lung based on the displacement field obtained from image registration of CT scans. When two sliding lobes are modeled as a continuum, the discontinuity in the displacement field at the fissure will manifest as elevated maximum shear-the proposed measure-which is capable of capturing both the level and orientation of sliding. Six human lungs were analyzed using scans spanning functional residual capacity to total lung capacity. The lung lobes were segmented and registered on a lobe-by-lobe basis to obtain the displacement field from which the proposed sliding measure was calculated. The sliding measure was found to be insignificant in the parenchyma, as relatively little tissue shear occurs here. On the other hand, it was elevated along the fissures. Thus, a map of the proposed sliding measure of the entire lung clearly delineates and quantifies sliding between lung lobes. Sliding is a key aspect of lung deformation during breathing. The proposed measure may help resolve artifacts introduced by sliding in deformation analysis techniques used for radiotherapy.
ABBREVIATIONS

RL
INTRODUCTION
Lung motion during breathing involves sliding of the lobes at the fissure boundaries and at the chest wall. 4, 5, 8, 9 Inter-lobar sliding occurs at four lobar fissuresbetween the right upper lobe and the right lower lobe (RU-RL fissure); the right upper and right middle lobes (RU-RM fissure); the right middle and right lower lobes (RM-RL fissure); and the left upper and left lower lobes (LU-LL fissure), Fig. 1 . Without sliding at these fissures, parenchymal distortion may occur. 9 Lobar sliding, therefore, is an important factor in regional lung deformation. Lung lobe sliding, when not accounted for, influences displacement field regularization during deformable image registration (DIR). 8 Likewise, finite element modeling (FEM) of lung deformation where the lung is modeled as a continuum, ignoring lobe sliding, may not do justice to the true nature of regional lung deformation.
1,14 A clearer understanding of the level and nature of sliding in the lungs will impact our understanding of lung function, lung disease diagnosis, and regional lung deformation-with possible implications for image guided radiotherapy (IGRT). 1, 3, 7, 14 Furthermore, a simple and objective measure to quantify sliding in the lung will help assess possible implications in state-of-the-art lung deformation algorithms as DIR and FEM, and for studying pathological phenomenon such as pleural adhesion.
Our understanding of the level and nature of sliding is limited due to the scarce literature on quantification of lung lobe sliding. In 1987, Hubmayr et al. 9 used parenchymal markers to quantify lobe rotations about the transverse axis in dogs. Lower lobes rotated opposite that of upper lobes during mechanical ventilation in supine position, indicative of sliding. In 2009, Ding et al. 8 quantified lung lobe sliding from lobe-bylobe image registration of CT scans by interpolating the displacement field on either side of the fissure to the fissure surface on 2D slices. Up to 20 mm of sliding was observed in the extreme ventral portions of the LM-LL boundary, increasing from nearly no sliding near carina. However, due to complexities in the algorithm, only the left lung was considered as it contains only a single fissure. Cai et al. 5 used gridtagged MRI to obtain a displacement field for the lung. They found discontinuities in the displacement field along fissure surfaces including differences in the direction the lobes moved. Yin et al. 16 described a registration algorithm that accommodates lung lobar slippage and demonstrated the concept in the left lung. All prior methods would require a priori knowledge of the fissure surface which has proven difficult for lungs scanned under tidal breathing as done during radiotherapy.
While it is clear that lung lobe sliding exists, we submit that what is lacking is a simple and robust method to quantify lobe sliding in three-dimensions using the displacement field such that both the fissure surface and the level of sliding in the fissure may be inferred. The objective of this paper is to (1) propose a robust measure to quantify lung lobe sliding in threedimensions; (2) characterize lung lobe sliding in human subjects using CT scans; and (3) demonstrate its influence on traditional whole lung registration.
METHODS
Principle of Shear as a Proxy for Sliding in 2D
The underlying principle of the proposed measure is grounded in the idea that the gradient of a displacement field that presents with significant discontinuity will result in elevated shear stretch if analyzed as a continuum. Although the shear components vary with the coordinate system used, the orientation along which it is maximized will reveal the orientation of sliding and the maximum shear will scale with the sliding magnitude. This idea may be perceived conveniently in a two-dimensional scenario illustrated in Fig. 2 . Consider two disconnected rectangular blocks separated by a small gap. Let us assume the entire domain-the two rectangular blocks and the gap region between them-as a single structure which is discretized with square elements. Now, if the upper rectangular block slides rigidly relative to the lower rectangular block, then the only 'distortion' that would occur is in the elements of the gap region. If we compute the gradient of the displacement field, then the shear stretch will be zero everywhere except the gap region and will scale with the sliding magnitude. This 'shear stretch' is not due to actual shearing of the gap region, but rather a result of our choosing to model the entire construct (the blocks and the gap) as a single solid structure. Certainly, the gap region is not a solid structure, but by modeling it as one, its 'shear stretch' can serve as a proxy to quantify the sliding that occurs at this gap. In 3D, this idea needs additional consideration because the gradient of the displacement field is a tensor and the six shear component values change with the coordinate system used whereas sliding is onedimensional. In that context, the best measure of the 'shear' due to sliding is the maximum possible shear among all possible orientations. FIGURE 2. A two-dimensional demonstration of sliding between two squares where the entire space is parameterized with a grid. The top block is shown in light gray, the bottom block in dark gray and the gap between the blocks is shown in white. After sliding, the grid squares between objects experience shear deformation caused by the simulated sliding condition.
Shear deformation can be quantified from any 3D displacement field using finite elasticity theory. The deformation gradient tensor, F, describes the transformation of any infinitesimal region from the reference state, dX, to the final state, dx, Eq. (1). F may be decomposed into a rotational tensor, R, and a stretch tensor, U, Eq. (2). Isolation of the stretch tensor is accomplished by squaring F, as R is orthonormal, Eq. (3). Principal stretches are obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of U. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors represent the magnitude and orientation, respectively, where only normal deformation exists. The maximum shear stretch (c max ) among all possible orientations is half the difference between the maximum (k 1 ) and minimum (k 3 ) principal stretch components.
To visualize this in 3D, consider two cuboid slabs, one above the other, which are separated by a gap. The entire domain (the two slabs and the gap volume) is discretized such that each cuboid is made up of 9 9 9 9 4 voxels and the gap volume with 9 9 9 9 1 voxels. Together, they resemble a single square domain of 9 9 9 9 9 voxels with a fissure half-way along its height (Fig. 3a) . Consider that both slabs expand Demonstrates the relationship between sliding and maximum shear stretch in a 3D example. (a) The phantom consists of two cuboid slabs, one above the other, which are separated by a gap centered on the red plane. The entire domain (the two slabs and the gap volume) is discretized such that each cuboid is made up of 9 3 9 3 4 voxels and the gap volume with 9 3 9 3 1 voxels. Together, they resemble a single square domain of 9 3 9 3 9 voxels with a fissure half-way along its height. (b) Deformation is imposed such that each slab expands uniformly by doubling its length along every dimension (83 volume change) and the bottom slab rotates 30°about its central axis. The rotation simulates a sliding condition between the slabs. (c) The resulting displacement field is contoured on the deformed geometry. (d) Maximum shear, c max , was computed for all the voxels (not just the voxels at the fissure). The maximum shear deformation is zero in all non-fissure regions and the maximum shear stretch map captures the radially increasing sliding magnitude at the fissure. (e) The sliding magnitude is plotted against c max demonstrating a nearly linear relationship in this scenario; though the formulaic relationship is nonlinear.
uniformly by doubling their lengths along each of their dimensions (89 volume change) and the bottom slab rotates 30°about its central axis (Fig. 3b ). This simulates an expansion in each block as well as sliding along the fissure between the lower and upper blocks, not unlike the deformation in the lung lobes. The magnitude of the resulting displacement field is shown on the deformed geometry in (Fig. 3c ). According to this imposed deformation, sliding should exist only on the fissure plane with zero sliding at the center of the fissure (axis of rotation) and gradually increased sliding with distance from the axis of rotation. Maximum shear, c max , was computed for all the voxels (not just the voxels at the fissure) and shown in Fig. 3d . As expected, the maximum shear deformation is zero in all non-fissure regions and the maximum shear stretch map captures the radially increasing sliding magnitude at the fissure. Figure 3e shows the relationship between the estimated sliding magnitude and c max . In this scenario, sliding magnitude was defined as the magnitude of the displacement vector at the boundary caused by the relative rotation of the upper block to the lower block. The relationship appears linear within this range although the formulaic relationship is nonlinear. This demonstrates that in this context, c max serves as a sliding measure that helps quantify the non-uniform sliding between two expanding solid structures in 3D and demonstrates that c max was unaffected by the scaling of the blocks. In these hypothetical 2D and 3D scenarios with rectangular blocks and a known planar fissure, the use of c max to quantify sliding may seem unnecessary. But its real utility is where the sliding occurs at unknown non-planar interfaces between non-rigid 3D structures that are themselves simultaneously expanding or contracting, not unlike lung lobe motion in tidal breathing scans. It is precisely in that context, the idea of maximum shear, c max will permit the isolation of the sliding between structures from the deformation in the structures themselves. Of course, the ability to identify the regions where sliding occurs within a displacement field rests on the premise that the c max due to sliding (at the interface of these structures) is significantly greater than the c max within the structure itself. In other words, on the premise that parenchymal shear is insignificant compared to the sliding induced 'shear' at the fissure. In the subsequent section, we demonstrate that this is precisely the case for lung regional deformation, thus permitting the use of maximum shear, c max , as a reliable proxy for identifying the locations of and quantifying the levels of sliding that occurs during breathing in adult human lungs.
Quantification of Sliding in Human Lungs
Pairs of volumetric CT data sets from six normal human subjects in supine orientation were gathered under a protocol approved by the institutional review board at the University of Iowa (IRB #200603738). Each image pair was acquired with a Siemens Sensation 64 multi-row detector CT scanner (Forchheim, Germany) during breath-holds near functional residual capacity (FRC) and total lung capacity (TLC) in the same scanning session. Voxel dimensions were approximately 0.6 9 0.6 9 0.5 mm and resampled to a 1 9 1 9 1 mm voxel grid for registration. Of the six subjects, four were male and two were female. Subject age ranged from 22 to 37 years with a mean of 27.3 years. FRC lung volumes ranged from 2.67 to 3.75 liters with a mean of 3.22 L. The six patients were non-smokers with no recorded exclusion criteria (recent respiratory infection, medication other than contraception, cardiopulmonary abnormalities, pregnancy or breast feeding, diabetes mellitus, positive PPD or history of tuberculosis, CT scan within the last year). Lobe segmentations were used in the analysis process and followed the protocol outlined by Ukil et al. 13 A non-rigid image registration method, parameterized by a uniform cubic B-spline function of grid size 4 9 4 9 4 mm, was used to register the static scan image pairs to obtain a 3D displacement field. The transformation cost function minimized the sum of squared tissue volume difference (SSTVD). 15 The displacement field is regularized with a Laplacian smoothing filter. Detailed information on the registration process may be found in Cao et al. 6 Traditional, whole lung registration occurred by registering the segmented lung in TLC to the segmented lung in FRC. The output is a 3D displacement vector at each voxel in the FRC image space. Lobe-by-lobe registration was performed by independently registering each of the five segmented lobes from FRC to TLC (five registrations per subject). The resulting displacement fields were then combined into a single voxel grid for analysis. Lobe-by-lobe registration is similar to whole lung registration without regularization across lobe boundaries and no inter-lobe contributions to the respective cost function (i.e. no penalty for lobe sliding). The isotropic voxel grid was deemed as an eight node brick finite element model such that each voxel center represented a node. From the displacement field, the distribution of the sliding measure, c max , was estimated for all voxels in the grid defining the lungs.
RESULTS
The distribution of sliding measure, c max , was computed for the six study subjects under both lobeby-lobe and whole lung registrations based on their respective displacement fields. For visualization, contour maps of the sliding measure under lobe-by-lobe registration (which preserves discontinuities at the fissures) for coronal slices are shown (Fig. 4) . The fact that c max is considerably elevated at-and only at-the fissures suggests that parenchymal shear deformation is relatively insignificant supporting the use of c max as an effective measure of sliding in the lungs.
Characteristics of lung lobe sliding are better visualized in 3D perspective with the sliding measure contoured on segmented fissure surfaces, Fig. 5 . Inspection of Fig. 5 suggests a positive correlation between the amount of sliding and distance from the carina, as Ding et al. 8 previously suggested for the left lung. Quantitative measures of sliding per lobe boundary are summarized across subjects as well as sliding measure averaged across all subjects, Fig. 6 . The most sliding existed at the RM-RL lobe boundary while the FIGURE 6. Average c max on the lobe boundaries for the 6 subjects. Plot A stratifies the data by lobe boundary. Plot B stratifies the data by subject.
least sliding was at the RU-RL and RU-RM lobe boundaries.
The sliding measure was also calculated for traditional whole lung registration on the same six subjects and compared to lobe-by-lobe registration (Fig. 7) . Elevated sliding measure was observed around fissures in the whole lung registration, though not nearly to the extent observed in the lobe-by-lobe registration. Furthermore, in the whole lung registration, the sliding measure is more prominent around fissures experiencing greater sliding, such as the RM-RL lobe boundary, and diminished around fissures with lesser sliding.
DISCUSSION
A detailed understanding of lung mechanics and physiology will influence detection of abnormalities, how diseases are treated, and improve mathematical models of lung motion. Sliding between lung lobes is a widely acknowledged but poorly characterized aspect of lung physiology with significant influences on regional lung motion. A better understanding of lung lobe sliding can impact the ability of state-of-the-art techniques, such as DIR, to accurately characterize regional lung motion. The need for accommodating the discontinuities at lobe boundaries with physiologically meaningful DIR algorithms has been recognized earlier. Yin et al. 16 developed a registration method that accounts for discontinuities at lobar fissures. The discontinuity in the displacement field was quantified in the method similar to Ding et al. 8 and also was confined strictly to the left lung. Sheng et al. 12 reported significantly improved finite element results by meshing each lobe independently to allow inter-lobar motion with results verified against 3 He MR tagging. Modat et al. 10 state that their registration algorithm could be improved by accounting for the slipping between the lobes. Quantitative characterization of lobe sliding is paramount for identifying the influence of lobe sliding on DIR and to further establish clinical relevance. These studies however lacked a direct measure for sliding in 3D and therefore took recourse to an approach where the fissures needed to be identified a priori. In that context, the proposed measure may help in the identification of non-planar fissures where sliding occurs, the regionally varying levels of sliding at these fissures and its orientation within a robust 3D motion/deformation framework.
An additional experiment was conducted to simultaneously test whether the increased c max at the lobe boundaries was a consequence of lobe-by-lobe registration artifact and whether the low c max within the parenchyma is a consequence of regularization. The left lower lobe of Subject 3 was split into two artificial lobes using a horizontal plane in the FRC image, shown in 3D in Fig. 8a . This creates a new, artificial fissure boundary where no sliding should exist. To get the corresponding lobe masks in the TLC image as required by our lobe-by-lobe registration method, whole lung registration was used to deform the artificial lobe mask from FRC to TLC. Lobe-by-lobe registration was then used to register the artificial lobes while allowing sliding at the artificial lobe interface and γmax FIGURE 7. A comparison of c max for lobe-by-lobe registration vs. whole lung registration. Regularization imposed in deformable image registration smoothes the displacement field across the lobe boundary, which smoothes c max . However, elevated c max at the lobe boundaries in the whole lung registration are still apparent.
c max was computed over the entire volume. Figure 8b shows where the artificial boundary exists in the registration while Fig. 8c shows c max over the entire left lower lobe. The fact that very low c max exists at the artificial lobe boundary after lobe-by-lobe registration confirms that the increased c max at actual lobe boundaries is not simply an artifact of the lobe-by-lobe registration method. Furthermore, the fact that c max at the artificial lobe boundary is of similar magnitude as in the general parenchyma indicates that regularization is not artificially smoothing c max within a given lobe. This experiment demonstrates that the registration method is well suited for this application as very little c max is induced at the artificial lobe boundary using lobe-by-lobe registration with the SSTVD cost function. Contour maps of the sliding measure under lobe-bylobe DIR in the human subjects computed directly with nothing but the displacement field clearly delineates the fissures and matches their locations noted on the CT image slices (Fig. 4) . The proposed sliding measure, c max , works because the 'shear' induced by the sliding far exceeds (by about 15 times) shear in the parenchyma itself. Figure 3 demonstrates the positive correlation between elevated sliding and shear in an idealized displacement field. A major advantage for using shear as a proxy for sliding is that no prior knowledge of the discontinuity location is necessary-rather our proposed measure will help identify regions of sliding. Visualization of the lobe fissures in 3D space contoured with c max illustrates the characteristics of sliding along these lobe boundaries. Sliding increases with increasing distance from the carina or mediastinum. This trend can be visually observed in the Fig. 5 . First, notice that the dorsal slices display very little sliding toward the medial lung. This is not unexpected as the internal structures of the lung (airways and blood vessels) enter and exit the lung near this point; which should limit the sliding. There is some consistency in sliding trends between subjects. The most sliding occurs at the RM-RL boundary while the least sliding is observed at the RU-RM boundary. Furthermore, the RU-RL and RM-RL boundaries are often combined and termed the right oblique fissure. Figure 5 demonstrates a nearly continuous transition for c max between these two boundaries indicating the RU and RM lobes reorient within the pleural cavity in a similar manner-different from the RL lobe. The gradient in c max along the boundaries suggests sliding due to differences in lobe rotations with the carina or mediastinum being the axis of rotation (similar to that proposed by Rodarte et al. 11 ). Sliding due to a unidirectional translation of one lobe relative to an adjacent one would have resulted in a constant value for sliding measure over the fissure surface-something we do not see here. Indeed, this was the reason, we simulated a rotational sliding in the phantom cube (Fig. 3) where too, the level of sliding increases from the axis of rotation, not unlike in the lung fissures.
Sliding can have a significant influence on traditional whole lung registration. Figure 7 compares c max distribution between lobe-by-lobe registration and whole lung registration. In regions of elevated c max from lobe-by-lobe registration, there is a corresponding elevation of c max in whole lung registration. This suggests that the intensity-and feature-based cost metrics used for whole lung DIR 6 attempts to impart a discontinuity in the displacement field. However, the B-spline parameterization and regularization across lobe boundaries limits the degree of discontinuity allowed. In regions of elevated c max the regularization term is dominating the displacement field, thus, indicating severe artifact due to poor incorporation of lobe sliding. Elevated c max at fissure boundaries, despite regularization, appears to be a potential candidate to guide fissue segmentation from a traditional DIR deformation field, Fig. 7 .
Since no landmarks exist near fissures, the accuracy of the sliding (based on c max ) by image registration cannot be directly ascertained. Yet, that c max gradually increases with distance from the carina in Figs. 5 and 6 is consistent with what we know about lobar sliding. Also, increased c max along fissures in whole lung registration supports the notion that sliding exists, and is captured by the proposed measure, without introducing a bias of pre-segmented lobe boundaries.
CONCLUSION
A new measure for quantifying sliding using displacement field information in the lungs has been presented. This measure can simultaneously reveal the fissure surface, the level of sliding in that fissure and the orientation of sliding, if necessary. To our knowledge this is the first time the regional nature has been quantified in both right and left lungs. The influence of neglecting sliding in DIR was demonstrated. Lobe sliding results in a significant discontinuity in each lung and its effects should be considered whenever quantifying lung motion. We had earlier reported on three independent measures of regional parenchymal deformation, namely, the Jacobian, an anisotropic deformation index and a slab-rod index.
2 Together with the current sliding measure, the regional deformation in the lungs may be characterized rather comprehensively. Although we have focused here on sliding at the lobe fissures, the idea is usable also for sliding at the lung-chest wall boundary and for characterizing sliding in other organs under other physiological situations as well.
